Feinberg Event space consists of four potential event areas:
1. Ryan Family Atrium
2. Potocsnak Family Atrium
3. Hughes/Baldwin Pre-function area
4. Simpson-Querrey Pre-function area

All spaces must be reserved as outlined in subsequent pages. Sharing of space is not allowed within the same event area.
Ryan Family Atrium & Hughes/Baldwin Pre-function

CATERING TABLE SET-UP: Each classroom in Lurie has a designated "catering set-up location." See map to right for locations for table set up (marked with blue boxes). Catering tables are NOT provided by FSM. If the catering table set up is the only space required for event catering, no additional reservation and/or space is needed. If catering will extend beyond a single table set up, the appropriate event space (i.e. Ryan Family Atrium or Potocsnak Family Atrium) should also be reserved.

RYAN FAMILY ATRIUM: The Ryan Family Atrium consists of the west lobby area of the Lurie Research Building.

In 2019, only Q1 through Q3 will be available for events during retail construction; following the opening of the retail in fall 2019, Q1 through Q4 will be available for events.

The retail kiosk is permanent, and hours of operation cannot be adjusted for any event in the Ryan Family Atrium.

HUGHES/BALDWIN PRE-FUNCTION AREA: The Hughes/Baldwin Pre-function area is the space between the northeast and northwest doors in the Lurie Research Building. It must be reserved through the Facilities Coordinator, and may only be reserved if Hughes and/or Baldwin is reserved for a corresponding event.
**POTOCSNAK FAMILY ATRIUM:** The Potocsnak Family Atrium consists of the north lobby area of the Simpson Querrey Biomedical Research Building, including the area immediately east of the main entry doors.

**SIMPSON QUERREY AUDITORIUM PRE-FUNCTION:** The SQ Auditorium Pre-function area is the space immediately outside the SQ Auditorium. The pre-function space is automatically included with reservation of the Auditorium, and no additional reservation is required.

If only the SQ Auditorium pre-function space is needed, the Auditorium must be requested as well. Pre-function space cannot be used if another event is already scheduled in the SQ auditorium.